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One of the standard procedures for valuing ships is for an owner to go to a shipbroker who will
offer a one or two page opinion of value. While this is common practice it is not acceptable for
financial use in asset valuation as the procedure is not at all compliant with international
appraisal standards.
During 2009 to 2010, in a dropping market with many forced sales, western banks adopted a
procedure called the Hamburg Ship Evaluation Standard. This at its base was a discounted
cash flow approach considering the theoretical future earnings of a vessel. Since vessels were
coming out of the shipyard with contract prices based on a past ship construction bubble,
these new vessel's market value appeared to be anywhere from 20% to 50% less than their
construction price. As this paper loss had a tremendous affect on a bank's fleet book value,
the banks had to work out a system to buoy the values. This process of using theoretical
future earnings was one system, though very self serving and based on assumptions that were
difficult to support.
For an acceptable way of valuing ships, the three approaches to value are used. They are the
cost approach, the market or comparable sales approach, or when necessary, the income
approach.
The main use of vessel valuations are for sales and purchase (S&P), which include financing
and financial reporting. A second main use of vessel valuation is Condition and Valuation
(C&V). These insurance values are used for insurance and when done by a Marine Surveyor,
risk assessment is included in the appraisal report. Therefore, Condition and Valuation reports
vary greatly from straight Replacement Cost New appraisals of machinery and equipment in
that the appraiser is also asked to advise the underwriter on the condition of the vessel and
any deficiencies that the vessel may have that could effect insurability.
Before one can apply the three approaches to value, one must have some knowledge and
understanding of marine assets. Below is a list which, while having some crossover or near
similar vessel types, indicates the complexity of asset types within the marine industry.
These over 150 types do not include non-income producing vessels commonly referred to as
yachts or pleasure craft. The Dufour, Laskay & Strouse, Inc., in-house database contains fifty
vessel categories in which we record past appraisals. We have been discussing adding a fiftyfirst category as the marine industry changes and new vessel types are created to satisfy
market needs:
Within the marine deep water industry there are four basic large ship types. Those types are
dry cargo, tankers or liquid cargo, container vessels, and roll on roll off/vehicle carriers.

The main dry cargo ship types are as follows:
Belt unloader- barge or bulker
Bulk carrier with retractable ‘tween decks
Bulk carrier ore strengthened
Bulk cement carrier
Bulk gypsum carrier
Bulk vehicle carrier
Bulk wood chip carrier
Bulker, Great Lakes only (USA)
Dry cargo ship
Geared bulk carrier
Gearless bulk carrier
Livestock carrier
Ore carrier
Ore bulk oil carrier (OBO)
Pallet vessel
Product ore bulk oil
Tug and barge (ATB/ITB)
‘Tweendecker with retractable ‘tween deck
‘Tweendecker with 3 decks
The list is fairly self explanatory. The reference to geared and gearless bulk carriers indicates
the presence or absence of cargo gear. That is a geared bulk carrier will have deck derricks or
cranes while a gearless bulk carrier will have no cargo handling equipment. A geared bulk
carrier can be used in ports or midstream where there is no local cargo handling gear. A
gearless bulk carrier can only be used where there is local cargo handling gear.
There is also the ATB and ITB tug and barge units. The ITB is an integrated tug barge unit.
This is where a coastwise or offshore service tug fits in a V or notch at the stern of the barge
and pushes the barge ahead. The tug can stay in the notch usually up to a sea state of about
2 meters. When the sea gets too rough the tug must get out of the notch and pull the barge
behind it on a tow line. The ATB is an articulated tug barge unit. While the units are still
mated with the bow of the tug into a notch in the stern of the barge, now the two are pinned
together with a mechanical type system. With this pinning system the tug can push the barge
ahead in sea states up to 3 or 4 meters, or with some designs can operate in nearly any sea
state. The point of pushing the barge ahead is that it is a more efficient way of moving with the
unit able to reach higher speeds with less fuel consumption. The second advantage is that
with using a tug and barge combination instead of a one piece self propelled ship, there are
savings in construction costs and in operational costs. A ship that may take a crew of sixteen
might be able to be operated with a tug and barge with a crew of eight.

Dry Cargo
Dry cargo ships, also often called bulk carriers, are, as noted above, rigged as geared or
gearless. Generally, they are referred to by category names as noted below:
Handy Size

10,000 – 30,000

DWT

Handy Max

30,001 – 50,000

DWT

Panamax

50,001 – 80,000

DWT

Post Panamax

80,001 – 120,000

DWT

Cape Size

80,001 – 199,000

DWT

Very Large Ore Carriers

200,000+

DWT

Panamax is the maximum size that can fit through the current Panama Canal. Post Panamax
is the maximum size that will be able to fit through the new Panama Canal locks.

Cement Ship Usually Fitted For Spout Loading And Pneumatic/Vacuum Discharge

Geared Bulk Carrier With Derricks

Gearless Bulk Carrier Foredeck With Transverse Opening Hatches

Gearless Bulk Carrier

Gearless Bulk Carrier With Open Transverse Hatches

TANKERS
Tankers or liquid carriers also have numerous subtypes. Note that there are also ATBs and
ITBs. The tugs may be identical between bulk carriers and tankers but only the barges will be
configured for dry or liquid cargo.
Tankers are generally subdivided between clean cargoes and dirty cargoes. Clean cargoes
are those refined products and chemicals while dirty cargoes are crude oil or lightly processed
oil such as some heavy heating oils.
The black oil or dirty oil cargo tankers are generally subdivided as follows:
Handy Size
10,000 – 30,000
Handy Max
30,001 - 50,000
Panamax (32.3M/106’ Wide)
50,001 – 80,000
Suezmax
120,000 – 150,000
Aframax (Average Freight Rate Assessment) 80,000 – 119,000
Cape Size
Very Large Crude Carrier (VLCC)
200,000 – 299,999
Ultra Large Crude Carrier (ULCC)
300,000 – 550,000
(alt 221,000+)

DWT
DWT
DWT
DWT
DWT
DWT
DWT
DWT

Clean oil tankers also have their own subdivisions. included within the clean oil tankers is a
subtype known as parcel which are sometimes nicknamed drug store tankers. The parcel
tankers are specialty vessels built to carry numerous small amounts of various chemicals.
They may have ten, fifteen, or more separate tanks, each tank with separate piping and
separate pumps, and each tank with possibly special coatings or linings. The tanks, piping,
and pumps are separate so that there is no possibility of cross contamination which could ruin
the value of the chemical cargo or cause a chemical reaction that may cause an explosion,
poisonous gas, or other disastrous result. The coatings and pumps are special as different
chemical cargoes have different makeups and viscosities so that valves and seals must be
made of material that is compatible with the chemical passing through the valve or pump.
The clean tanker breakdown is as follows:
Coastal
Small
Handy Size

3,001 – 10,000
10,001 – 19,000
19,001 – 25,000
(alt 10,000 – 34,999)
Medium (Handy Max)
25,001 – 45,000
(alt 35,000 – 45000)
Large – Long Range One (LRI) 45,001 – 70,000
(alt 45,000 – 79,999)
Large – Long Range Two (LRII) 70,001 – 100,000
(alt 80,000 – 159,999)

DWT
DWT
DWT
DWT
DWT
DWT

It should be noted that the tables given above for bulk carriers and tankers are one set. You
may find that there are alternate versions of the breakdown of the tonnage sizes for each
named sector. However, most of the tonnage breakdowns are still within a similar range of the
others.

Typical Tanker

Tanker Foredeck With Deck Piping

Stolt Parcel Tanker

Compressed Gas/LNG Tanker

Older Design LNG Tanker
CONTAINER SHIPS
Container ships are also broken down into various subtypes as follows:
Barge carrier
Container feeder ship
Container ship
Container liner
Container/part refrigerated
Geared container vessel
Gearless container vessel
Ro-Lo
Ro-Ro cellular
Ro-Ro with container capacity
Ro-Lo means Roll On – Lift Off which is a vessel that has ramps so that cargo can be rolled on,
or off and cargo gear so that cargo and equipment can also be lifted on and off. Ro-Ro is pure
Roll On – Roll Off with only ramps and no cargo gear.

Container vessels are subdivided generally as follows:
Small feeder
(Beam 23.0M/)

<1,000
11 – 12 rows

TEU

Feeder
(Beam 23.0-30.2M/)

1,000 – 2,800
12 – 13 rows

TEU

Panamax
(Beam 32.2M/106’
(Length 294.1M/965’)

2,800 – 5,700
13 rows

TEU

Post Panamax
Beam 48.8M/160’
Draft 18.3M/60’
Length 365.8M/1200’
Ultra Large Container Vessel (ULCV)
Beam over 48.8M/160’

5,500 – 9,500
16 – 18 rows

TEU

>12,000
19 - 21 rows

TEU

Gearless Container Vessel

Geared Container Vessel

Panamax Container Vessel With Panamax Container Cranes

RO-RO/VEHICLE TYPES
Roll on – Roll off vessels and vehicle carriers are ships custom built to carry wheeled cargo.
Some are built for construction equipment and trucks while others are pure car carriers. The
pure car carriers are the ones that look very strange. As automobiles have very little weight
but take up a lot of cubic when shipped, the vessels have to have a lot of cubic and therefore
can rise high out of the water with little risk of stability problems.
All of these type vehicles will have at least one ramp. The ramp might be square at the stern,
angled at the stern, or the vessel may have side ramps. The difference is that a square ramp
a the stern means that the vessel will have to dock at right angles to a loading/unloading
facility or be docked in a notch so that the ramp, when lowered, will be on a firm surface.
When the ship has an angled ramp, it can dock at a normal dock and the ramp will set down
on the dock. With side ramps the ramp will always set down in a normal dock arrangement.

Pure Car Carrier

Ro-Ro With Square Stern Ramp

Ro-Ro With Angled Ramp And Cellular Container Deck Cargo

ASCERTAINING VESSEL VALUE
Value comes from understanding a vessel's payload. At its simplest, a ship is a steel box that
moves something in or on water. Therefore one needs to think about the load that pays. For
ships that travel in international trade, sometimes called "blue water" shipping, the common
measurement of payload and, therefore value, is deadweight tonnes (DWT). The main
exceptions, as was noted, are container ships that are sized in TEU's. TEU's are twenty foot
equivalency units.
Smaller vessels that trade coastwise or inland, sometimes called "short sea" shipping or
"brown water" shipping, are often measured in units more closely related to their specific
purpose.
An exception are vessels that carry vehicles. Since vehicles take up a higher percentage of
cubic space for their weight, their deadweight tonnage is not a fair measurement of payload.
For vehicle vessels you will sometimes see them measured in Lane In Meters (LIM) or Lane
Meters (LM). This is the total vehicle lane length time the total lane width. The basis for
measuring lane length and width is the RT/RT43 Car Equivalency Unit (CEU). This
measurement is based on the dimensions of a 1966 Toyota Corolla model RT43. In
approximately 1966 it was decided that some consistency was needed in measuring the
capacity of vehicle carriers so the industry agreed that the basis for measurement, like a TEU,
was going to be the RT43.
For the smaller tug boats and pushboats, the value is measured in horsepower or the bollard
pull.
For consistency in comparisons it is preferable to use a vessel's horsepower as its continuous
brake horsepower (BHP).
Bollard pull (BP) is a measurement made under prescribed circumstances and conditions that
measures the effective thrust of a tug's propulsion system given in tonnes.

Typical Harbor Docking Tug Rated By Horsepower Or Bollard Pull

Tank barge values, whether inland or coastwise, are generally measured in barrel capacity
(bbls), cubic meters (m3) or more rarely, kiloliters (kl).
Deck barges, whether inland or coastwise, have their capacity measured in deadweight tonnes
(DWT). Also of interest with deck barges are their deck point load capacity in pounds per
square foot (Lb FT2) or tonnes per square meter (tm2).
Hopper barges, which carry dry cargo can also be measured by their deadweight tonnage
(DWT). You will also see capacity in cubic yards (yd3) or cubic meters (m3).

This hopper barge is an ATB. Note the pinning system within the notch.
Dredges are measured depending on the dredge design.
For standard hydraulic dredges, the valuer looks at pump size, horsepower, and ladder length.
These dredges are also subdivided into those that are portable and non-portable.
For self propelled trailing arm dredges their value is looked at in their capacity in cubic yards
(yd3) or cubic meters (m3) and their speed. These dredges are designed to vacuum up sand or
mud from one location with the sand or mud, referred to as spoil, placed in the hopper of the
dredge. The dredge then moves to a disposal site where doors in the bottom of the hopper
open allowing the dredge to drop the spoil, or, the contents of the hopper are pumped out at a
desired location such as in beach replenishment. Because the dredge is paid for in the
amount of spoil that it moves, it is not making money when it transfers between a loading area
and discharge area. Therefore, to a point, the vessel's speed can be a factor in its value.

Large Near Coastal Hydraulic Dredge With Idler Barges And Walking Spud

Hopper Dredge Doing Beach Replenishment

European Design Trailing Arm Hopper Dredge
DRYDOCKS
The value of drydocks are based upon their lifting capacity; however, factors are also
considered to be the distance between wing walls and to some effect, overall length. Larger
drydocks fitted with cranes must be looked at as the cranes being value added and the crane
values calculated in addition to the base drydock value .
UNDERSTANDING TONNAGE
A vessel's light displacement is the weight of the empty ship, including machinery and
equipment, but not fuel or cargo.
A vessel's load displacement is the total weight of the ship loaded to its deepest legal loaded
draft, as per Plimsoll mark or load line. It is said to be loaded to its marks.
The difference between the above two terms is deadweight tonnage. If you then remove fuel,
stores, ballast water, lube oils, etc., you have the amount of paying cargo.

VALUE CALCULATIONS
The basic cost approach for vessel valuation is simple as noted in the sample below:
Replacement or Reproduction Cost
Terminal Value
(Bottom of used market,
Salvage, or Scrap)
Normal Economic Life
Annual Depreciation
Remaining Economic Life 7 Years
(calendar or perceived)
Add back Terminal Value
Cost Approach Value

$10,000,000
- $2,000,000
$8,000,000
÷
25 Years
$320,000
X
$2,240,000
+

USD
USD
USD
=
USD per year
USD

$2,000,000 USD
$4,240,000 USD

The sample above with its straight line depreciation only measures physical depreciation
basically age.
The valuer must also consider technological depreciation. Economic pressures have forced
changes in hull shape, engine fuel economy, steel coatings, and efficiency in payload handling.
Economic depreciation is forced by environmental rules such as clean engines, port state
authorities and class societies, and changing trade routes.
MARKET APPROACH
The difficulty in selecting good comparables is that sales or brokerage information does not
provide many details on ships that are for sale or have been sold.
The valuer must understand the assets and the markets. Two bulk carriers of similar age and
size are not of similar utility if one is geared and one gearless. Three tankers of similar age
and size are not comparable if one is a crude tanker, one a products tanker and one a parcel
tanker.
The most common information that is available for making vessel comparisons are as follows:
1. Age
2. Where the vessel was built and sometimes including the shipyard name
3. Deadweight capacity (or TEU)
4. The engine type and horsepower
5. The cargo gear type, if so equipped
6. Its length

Upon occasion one might also find the following:
1. Its dimensions (Length x Breadth x Width)
2. Its current general geographic location
3. Its class and/or drydock status
4. Lightship deadweight (very rare)
To understand comparables one must also have some knowledge of trade routes. This is
particularly important when looking at orderly liquidation value when you are trying to
determine secondary markets.
Vessels can be carrying any of the commodities listed in the left column. This information
might be considered as fixed markets. However, the items in the right column are definite
variables and can cause trade routes to vary.
Commodities
Iron ore
Coking coal
Steel products
Steam coal
Grains
Forest products
Bauxite/alumina
Fertilizers
Cement
Crude oil
Refined oil
Automobiles
Passengers

Variables
Producers
Buyers
Seasonal
Economies of Size/Distance

So while ascertaining fair market value one can look at current market comparables. But when
considering orderly liquidation or forced liquidation one must give thoughts to current market,
future markets, and alternative markets.
We come back to a ship being a steel box that moves something in or on water. The valuer in
the marine marketplace must have some understanding of the characteristics of the steel box
being valued and some understanding of economics and the greater market worldview as to
what could be moving in or on the water.
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